Thermo Controlled Surgery Platform

Easily maintain animal body temperature during surgery!

- Two flexible LED lights - provides direct illumination with no shadows and no heat. (now up to 50% brighter)
- Flex arm, non-obstructive rimless magnifying glass (main lens: 2.3 X, inset lens: 4.0 X). (Allows continuous eye contact with object when moving into magnification area)
- Limb restraints.
- 4 Space Gels for continuous heat.
- 2 Space Blankets to retain heat.
- Thermo Reflector and Turbo Heat Sink to maximize heat transfer.
- Non-skid feet for added stability.
- Universal input power supply.
- Size: 13.5” (L) x 9” (W)

Thermo Control Surgery Platform
ORDER: 95042-912

Animal Recovery Made Simple and Easy!

- Bottom holds two space gels for over 2 hours of Thermo-Regulation.

Thermo Control Recovery Pad
ORDER: 95042-914

- Convenient size 13.5” (L) x 7.5” (W)
- 6 Space Gels for continuous heat.
- 4 Space Blankets to retain heat.
- Thermo Reflector and Turbo Heat Sink to maximize heat transfer.
- Non-skid feet for added stability.
- Fits into a standard 18 (L) x 9 (W) shoe box cage.

Ultra-Safe Thermo Regulation:
- will not over heat animal
- will not burn animal
- no electricity used
- no bulky water bath
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